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ABSTRACT
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The possibility of exploiting the unique features of the two photon process

ee + ee,T  in colliding beam experiments to measure the even partial wave  -  phase

shifts is examined in detail:  The commonly used Weizsacker-Williams aporoximation

is shown to be inadequate.  An exact procedure of phenomenological analysis to   -

extract the relevent phase shifts is formulated.  Dynamical (model-dependent)

calculations are performed separately to study the expected effects due to the final

· '      state pion-pion interaction.  The sensitivity of the measured cross-sections               

to various prominent features of the s-wave A-1 phase shifts- (scattering length,
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I.  INTRODUCTION
have to be taken into account in order to extract information  on  Tr-A  interaction;

because of (ii), the dominant p-wave interaction (p-meson) is absent  allowing
It has been generally recognized by now that in the forthcoming generation

an ideal chance to study the s-wave A-, interaction cleanly over a large
of e e- and e-e- colliding beam experiments at energies of 3 GeV  or higher, energy range.  In our previ.ous work4 (I), we outlined a phenomenological

the two photon processes will play a dominant role.  Calculations based on procedure to extract the s-wave A-Tr phase  shifts    6  and proposed a model   to

quantum electrodynamics indicate that the cross-section for this new type.of calculate  the  yy  +  1T   amplitude  when    6  are given.     Some  rel ated works8    have

process become larger than that of the single photon annihilation processes
also appeared in the last year.  In all these ·works (including I) one assumes

(which has dominated colliding beam physics up to now) at about 1.5 - 2.0 GeV the standard equivalent photon or Weizs9cker-Williams approximation formula
1-3

energy per beam. Motivated by these developements, we studied, in a previous
( hereafter referred to as the W-W approximation) which reduces the ee + eexw

4
paper (hereafter referred to as I), the general features of two photon processes process to that of yy + 1Tx for on-shell photons.  It is not hard to see, however,
in colliding beam experiments for arbitrary hadronic final statess and investigated

that although the W-W approximation is appropriate for order-of-magnitude

the new possibilities offered by this new tyDe of process in studying hadron
calculations (which were what the original investigations intended), it can                 

physics.  We pointed out the oossibility of probing the constituents of a near induce errors of up to 50% in the differential cross-section.  This is comparable

mass-shell photon by the other one in the deep inelastic region.  This was also

done by other groups and, in particular, in some detail by Brodsky et al.6
or,  in certain regions, bigger  than the effects  due to Tr-1r interactions whi€h  one

tries to isolate in the present case. In order to extract useful information

We also emphasized the unique possibilities for studying the s-wave TT-Tr interactian
7                      from this process one clearly needs to improve the approximation scheme.

in the kinematically most favored  exclusive channel, the two pion production,
In this paper we do three things:  (i) we investigate the range of validity

i.e., ee + ee1w.   It is toward a detailed study of this latter problem that this
of the W-W approximation and propose substitutes for it which are appropriate

paper is devoted.
for the purpose of extracting information on  -7T interactions; (ii) we propose

The uniqueness of this reaction (essentially yy + A11) lies in two facts: phenomenological procedures for extracting Tr-Tr phase shifts which are as model
(i)  there is no other final state hadron except the two oions (in contrast to

independent as possible and discussbuilt in checks;  (iii) we present model

all studies of the Trir system in pure hadronic reactions where a baryon is always
calculations which illustrate the effects of the Tr-Tr interaction on the measured

present in the final  state); (ii)  because the initial state has positive charge cross-sections and test the sensitivity of the latter to cetain qualitative features

conjugation, the two Dions must have
of the s-wave  -x phase shifts, for instance the value of the scattering length

JP = 0+, 2+,.....and IG = 0+, 2+,... and the existence of theo-resonance.--
(in contrast to the corresoonding one Dhoton annihilation process where An attempt is made to make this paper reasonably self-contained.  We try to
D                 G        +,

J' = 1-, I  =1 h  The advantages are obvious: because of (i), no theoretically make the procedure and reasoning clear and the results explicit without giving

ambiguous final state correction effects (e.g., between the outaoing nucleon and pions too many details which either can be found in I or are relegated to the Appendices.
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II.  EXACT FORMULATION OF THE SCATTERING AMPLITUDES AND CROSS-SECTION where  g m)(k), m - 1,0, -1, are the helicity polarization vectors associated

Consider the process
with the virtual photon k.  Substituting into (2), we obtain 

the following physi-

e+e -* e+e+7 T+                               (1)          
                  cally tranparent expression for the scatt

ering amplitude.

via the two photon exchange mechanism.  This is depicted in fig. 1 which also                     ' f=<k 2 Ij(In)'kl ,   Tm,n(1(2, q2, s,0.„)    < q21 j(n)'ql>        (4)

specifies our momentum variables.  The kinematics of this process is fully

speci fied by 8 independent variables.  In the laboratory (the C.M. of the incoming where

leptons) these can be chosen as E, the incoming energy; c, 8, 0, E', 8', 0'. the Tm'n = f d#xeikx < plp2 IT(Ju(x)Jv(0))10 > € m)(k)in)(q)         (5)
energy and angles of two outgoing particles, say the two leotons;  and   e"  the

is clearly the helicity amplitude for the "hadronic process":
scattering angle of a third Darticle, say a pion, which also defines the x-z plane (Fig.2a)

For calculational purposes, it is more convenient to choos
e as independent variables y(k,m) + y(q,n) . *

(Pl) + TT(P2)'                         (6)

k2 and q2 (the two virtual photon masses) ; the "hadrdnic variables" s(the total The cross-section for ee + ee rr is:

C.M. energy squared) and e  (the scattering angle  for the process yy + 7H
da ee " 'ZE--4 7 (1 - fl!1) J  li F dp dow                       (7)1T

in its C.M. frame); and "lepton variables" (*,x) and (4', x') which specify

respectively the configuration of each of the two pairs of lepton momenta x LE m(*,x) Wl,j;m,m(k2, q2, s, coseir) Ljr'(4', x')

in the "rest frame" of the corresponding virtual photon (Fig. 3b). These two sets of
where the same factorized form as in Eq. (4) is explicitly displayed.  We

 have:

variables are defined in Fig. 3 and in I; the relations between them are given in *

Appendix A of I. We shall write out these relations explicitly when
Wt J im,n = Tgj Tm,n'

needed  in subsequent discussions. Lt,11(*,x) = (1/2k2)xEA SK2A21j   'klll» <k2A2|j   1·klk¥>•
M      *

12
The exact amplitude for the above process corresponding to Fig. 1, can

be written as
Ljn(*I . x') = (1/2qz)xii <q212|jU  |qlll, <q2121 j(n)14111> I

2  4              2                                12
f . < 1(21 j u l k l >    [f d x e i kx < pl p2 I T ( JU ( x ) Ju ( 0 ) ) 10, ]  <q2 1 j v l q i,

dp = (d3k2/k2) (d392/q ) = invariant phase space element for the
outgoing leptons,

(2)

dn  = solid angle element in C. M. of n. (8) 1
TT

Decomposing the virtual photons into their helicity comoonents, each of the two In equation (7), the leptonic matrix elements which are known functions 
of the

vector products can be written as: leptonic variables are completely factored from the hadron amolitudes whi
ch are

JJP =    j(m)J(m) =    Ij ECm)*][E(m),J] (3) unknown functions of k2, q2 and the other hadron variables. This formula gives

the exact connection  between  the measured ee + ee.
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cross-section and the "density matrix" Wij, mn for the yy + 71 process. The where

diagonal elements of this matrix W are clearly just proportional to the dp' = dp/dxdx,
mn, mn

cross-section for Ty + iFT , Eq. (6).
cosh * = - q· (kl+k2)/[(k.q)2-

k2q21% (10)

In principle, by measuring the distributions in the pure lepton
variables cosh *' = - k· (qi+q2)/[(k.q)2 - kzq2]J .

(*, x, 0', x' or their laboratory equivalents) one can isolate all the elemen
ts

Eq. (9), which is still an exact expression for our process (Eq.  (1)

W        and from them determine the scattering amplitudes T for yy + iTA .
fj, mn mn and Fig. 1), serves as the basis for our subsequent discussions.

We emphasized in I, that because the kinematics favor the low energy region
_           So far, we have discussed only one diagram (i.e. Fig. 1) contributing

and. because the exclusion of the strong p-wave by charge conjugation,  the  s-
to process (1).  In principle there are other diagrams of the same order in a

partial wave plays the dominating role for this process.  Since in the elastic which could also contribute to this process, e.g. Fig. 3a, b.  It is clear,

unitary region the phases of the partial wave amplitudes are just those of the however, that diagrams of the type Fig. 3a are a factor a down from the single

 -  scatteringlo, one should be able to get very interesting information on                        photon annihilation processes which themselves are insignificant at high energies.

the s-wave  11-1T phase shifts. Diagrams of the type Fig. 36 have been studied by several groups and shown2,11

The exact relation Eq. (7) contain 20 distinct terms as given in (A-9) to be negligible as compared to the main diagram, Fig. 1, as long as one does not

of I.  In practice, one needs to simplify the expression in order to make the restrict oneself to the large k2, q2  region.  None of these should create a

problem more tractable, both experimentally and theoretically.  One way is to serious background problem for process  (1) for energies of the order E 21_3 GeV.

average over the azimuthal angles  X and X'.  (These are the azimuthal angles  '

of the scattering planes of the two pairs of leptons with respect to the scattering

plane  of the strong pro'cess  yy  *1r  in  the  C. M. frame  of the latter,  Fiq.  2b).  We  get:

a4         4F2 J    1da  =  .25.IFF    (1   -  3-'      lizqy dp 'dn„

{ (coshz *+ 1)(coshz 11'' + 1)  (W11,11
+

Wl-1,1-1)
+(cosh2 0 + 1)(cosh2 0, - 1)W10,10

+(coshz 0 - 1)(coshz $1 + 1)Wol,01                         (9)

+(cosh2 0 - 1)(cosh2 0, - 1)W       }00,00
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III.  THE WEIZSACKER-WILLIAMS APPROXIMATION AND ITS RANGE OF VALIDITY. where

82 =1- 41,2/S
It is customary to approximate Eq. (9) by noting that the small

virtual photon mass region k2 = 0, a2 = 0 is most important.  Setting k2 = 0, L = ln(4Ez/mi)

q2 = 0 in the curly bracket in Eo. (9), two significant simplifications occur:
Ls = ln(4E2/s)

(i )   the hadron amplitudes involving longitudinal photons vanish, thus only
(4„2/5)2 + 84sin40

A =                    '                         (14)the first term survives; (ii) the kinematics simplify, thus the lepton lab.
(1 - 82 C0520 )2

TT

scattering angles e =e'=0 and one can show:

B=1+ 1692/s + 284sin22ew
cosh 0 = (E + E)/(E -s) 1-82 COSZB      (1-82COS20 )2(11)

cosh *' = (E + E')/(E - c'). u = pion mass.

1-3,  12
After integrating over all the lepton variables, one gets the standard formula: Eq. (13) is accurate up to terms which are quadratic in the large logarithmic

do(ee) E     4E 2   3, da(YY) factors L and L .  Terms linear in these as well as terms of the form (s/4E2)L2 0

dsd(cose„) = 4(7)2 ln2 (8)(ln -2-- - F d(cose„)
(12)

(s/4E2)LL which are small in the energy range we consider are neglected.
S

where daCTY /d(cose ) is just the on-shell yy + M differential cross-section. r The standard Weizsacker-Williams formula  Eq. (12) corresponds to keeping

The great majority of recent works on process (1) are based on the use of (12), only the term L2(Ls -  ) A on the right hand side of eq. (13) and approximating
which allows one to concentrate on the simpler process yy -4 7,7, with on-shell L2 by:

L2 =4ln2(E/m).photons.

What is the range of validity of eq. (12)?  To answer this question, we To get some feeling about Eq. (13), let us substitute some typical values

have studied in some detail the case of point-like pions, for which one knows of the variables.  Thus, for E=3 GeV, W= 4-= 2.25·v we get
/S

the exact form of the matrix elements Tmn (and thus Wgj,mn).  One can then
5/4E2 = 2.7 x 10-3

calculate the cross-section from the exact formula, Eq. (9).  The relevent
L = 18.7

Feynman diagrams are given in Fig. 4.  The calculations are quite involved.  We
LS = 5.8

relegate the details to Apoendix A and only discuss the results here.

14
The  coefficient  of the A - term in (13) comes out to be - 880 while the

Making use of some previous results of Baier and Fadin, our detailed
corresponding number obtained from the W-W formula, Eq. (12), is - 1300. The

calculations yield: difference is  - 50% of the true answer! The main correction effect comes from

d:1(9:,e ) = ST St [L'(Ls- i.) - L:(11-, - t)- 1.  L Ls] A the -(17/3) LLs term.  The second term in the square brackets and the B-term make

7T                                                                                relatively small corrections.

+ LLEB} (13)

L
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Previously, Brodsky et al. investigated the validity ofthe W-W IV.  EXTRACTION OF Tr-1 PHASE SHIFTS - PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

approximation for the simpler case of single  ° production.  They found the We begin our phenomenological analysis by assuming the ideal situation

exact result to be about 25% higher than that givenby Ea. (12) and the effect where measurements of the process can be done with great accuracy and outline

is reduced by inserting a form factor for the x° vertex.  The fact that the the model independent procedure to extract  the Tr-,T phase shifts. Later  on·; we

corrections to dq. (12) in these two cases occur in opposite directions can introduce the usual plausible dynamical assumptions which simplify the analysis

be readily understood.   This is explained in a footnote. 15 We shall  show with less than perfect data.

later on that strong interaction effects are not likely to reduce the size                   ' Consider the helicity amplitudes Tm,n(kz, q2, s, cose ) introduced

of the corrections to eq. (12) for our case. earlier (eq. (5)) for the process yy + wir  (eq. (6)). We shall take the variables

Clearly, if one hopes to extract useful information from the two phbton k2, q2,and s to be fixed and only explicitly display the
eTT

dependence.  Each of

process ee + eeirw, 50% inaccuracy can not be tolerated and eq. (12), as it the helicity amplitudes has the partial wave expansion:

stands, is useless.  One must go back to the exact formula eq. (9).

This is not necessarily a setback  as it might apoear to be. A moment's Tm n('ew) .=  zE.even(2£+1) a t) d  ,o(ex)· (15)

reflection will reveal that the simple formula eq. (12) can not be used even if where d U(e )  are the usual rotational matrices.  The important features to
1T

it were accurate.  The reason is, that to make certain that one is indeed notice are:  (i)  because the charge conjugation quantum number for the yy

measuri ng  the ee +ee.w process, one has  to     tag one of the outgoing state is +, the two pions can only be in states with even isospin and even

electrons in addition to detecting the pions.  Only in this way, can one angular momentum;  (ii) to lowest order in a, the unitarity condition  demands

exclude the one photon annihilation background as well as eliminate the that the phase of each partial wave amplitude a    (for given isospin I-0,2)

possibility of producing additional neutral particles.  The Weizsocker-Williams is the same as the corresponding partial wave amplitude for 7,-1, scattering,

approximation formula, eq. (12), having integrated over all lepton variables, at least when s is below the inelastic threshold, i.e.

does not describe this situation.  One will have to go back to the complete
a(£)I .  la(£)I leiai ,                                 (16)mn mn

differential formula eq. (7), or the partially integrated formula eq. (9).

. We believe the latter is a more practical choice. where  6   is the
 r-,r phase shift for isospin I and angular momentum t.

'Substituting (15) and (16) into 69.  (7) or (9) we get the connection

between the measured cross-section and the w-w phase shifts.  To be more explicit,

let us consider eq.  (9).   The Wgj,mn which enter  into this formula  can be written

out (we omit the isospin in,dex):
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t'lll,11 . |al 1)12 + 101,1( )11'Ii)'cos(,0-,2)d; t (e,) where a
(t)(B)
mn are the partial wave amplitudes calculated from the Born diagrams

+ 251,1 )12[4 2 ('')12
+..... of Fig. 4 and  £  is some small even integer.

More directly, one can write

= 251,1,)112[¢(21(8.)12
..... (17)                                                                    *1-1,1-1

Wzj,mn = Tgj   Tmn

Wol '01 = 25 la 2112[dfi)0(01)]2 (19)£
0               i 6

with similar expressions for W and W If   one can separate the various T   = T(B)  + E  (21+1)[la<i) le  £-a(£)(B)]d(1)  (e )10,10 00,00. mn mn 2.0 mn mn m-n,0  1

terms in the above formulas (by measuring the distributions in * and  e  for
A                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  J

and substitute into eq. (9) or eq. (7).  The phase shifts 6£ can then be extractedfixed kz, q2 and s) one can eliminate the unknowns la   1 and solve for cos (6£-6£'),

from ddta by systematically eliminating the unknowns  la  nl ,£ = 0,....,£O.9,£' = even integers. A very important feature of this type of phase shift

For energies not too far from the threshold, one can simply take  £  = 0 (we
analysis is the fact that the factors cos(62-62') enter linearly in the cross-

remind the reader again that the p-wave is absent) and the procedure outlined
section formula.  Consequently, the well known ambiguities associated with

above then reduces to that of I.  The validity of the assumptions which go into
phase shift analysis in hadron-hadron elastic scattering do not arise at all

this phenomenological procedure can, of course, be directly checked by experiment.
in this case.

As the quality of the data improves, one can increase the value of to and see
To simplify the parametrization, one can invoke the argument of angular

if the approximation (18) is valid or not.  A similar procedure is known to be
momentum barriers for higher partial waves and assume the final state interaction

very useful in N-N phase-shift analysis16  (where the situation is more complex

is negligible except in the lowest angular momentum states.  Further, since
due to nonlinear unitarity).

higher angular momentum corresponds to larger impact parameter where the interaction
Except for eq. (16), we have not included the isospin in our discussion.

is dominated by the exchange of the least massive particles, one expects the
in principle, the only model independent way of disentangling the I=O and I=2

higher partial waves to be dominated by the single pion exchange Born diagram,
amplitudes  is to measure both  the ,r#-  and TTIA' final states. However, there  are

Fig. 4a .  Gauge invariance demands that the crossed Born diagram and seagull 17,15
both theoretical reasons and experimental evidence  that the I=2 final state

diagram, Fig. 4b, c, be also included.  One can, therefore, set in eq. (17).
interaction is not important in the low energy region.  Therefore, as a first  ™

6£  .0
(18)

approximation, one can again use the gauge invariant Born diagram result for

for £ > 9.
aCK)  =  a<z)(B)                     0                                               the I=2 part.  As the range and quality of data improves, this approxima€ion
mn mn

can be removed.
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In an actual exoeriment, one may not be able to completely average V.  MODEL CALCULATIONS - SENSITIVITY OF MEASURED CROSS-SECTION TO QUALITATIVE

over the two variables x and X' as proposed.  In that case, Eq. (7) still applies. FEATURES OF THE S-WAVE 3-1  PHASE SHIFT.

With incomplete integration over· X and   x' , some terms in addition to those
In spite of our caution against making theoretical predictions, if

in Eq. (9) will survive.  They can be treated in the same manner as outlined in
one wants to get some feeling of the effectiveness of extracting the  w-  phase

the above.  An important point to bear in mind is that most additional amDlitudes
shifts from e+e+e f e+ ir + 1,i t i s useful to estimate the order of

involve one or more longitudinal  Dhotons (helicity index 0) and give small
magnitude of correction effects due to TT-ir interaction on the measured cross-

contributions to the cross-section.
section.  Such studies could be useful in providing a guide for the planning

In addition to the phenomenological analysis, discussed above, one can
of relevant experiments.  The precise results may be somewhat model.dependent,

make dynamical assumptions which allow one to "calculate" the unknowns  lam'n|                   but the qualitative features should be instructive if the dynamical assumptions

and  6£ in the formulas given.  One can then "predict" the measured ee + eeK,T
made are reasonable.

cross-sections through eq. (7) or eq. (9).  In particular, dispersion relations
Our model consists of using dispersion relations to calculate   a   1

(which connect the real and imaginary parts of an analytic function) can be used from .assumed phenomenological test phase shifts   60:   We then  test the sensitivity
to relate   am    I  to St provided the latter is known for all energies.  On the

of the measured ee + een cross section to variations of some important qualitative
other hand, some predictions on 6,- itself can be made if one imposes some combinations

features  of the s-wave A-A phase shifts,  such  as the magnitude of the scattering
of constraints due to crossing symmetry, analyticity, unitarity, PCAC,and current

length and the existance of the scalar meson around 700 MeV.
algebra - to the best of one's ability. The dynamical theories involved, however, L-/--Il---  '3='

As mentioned before, in an actual experiment, it is probably necessary.

are far from perfected.  A direct comparison of experimental data with such
to tag one or both of the outgoing electrons, thus specifying the full kinematics

"predi ctions" which are obtained after a long chain of model-dependent calculations
of ee + ee,TA.  However, in order to understand the qualitative features, it

probably will not be particularly revealing.  Since theoretically  the n  Dhase
is more transparent to present results for the case where the lepton variables

shifts 6   are much more interesting than the absolute values of the Dartial
'                    are integrated.  This we shall do in what follows.  Our batic formula is

wave amplitudes   la    , it is clearly desitable to extract 6£ from the data
in

therefore  Eq. (9) with fixed s and cose  but all remaining lepton variables
1

7r

a's model-independent a way as possible and then compare the results with theoretical
integrated over.  We have discussed in some detail the results of such a

models for p-,w scattering.  This is the approach advocated here.
-                                                                                               calculation for the case of point-like pions (Born approximation) in Section III

and Appendix A.  For the present case, we perform the same calculation with only

one modification, namely the s-wave Born amplitudes a are replaced by the
(0)B

1 M i6
mn

unitarity-corrected ia   m nle   .  (See Eqn. (19) with £  = 0.)
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The essential features of our model were described in our previous
4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             where     aB ( s ,0,0)   =  ke-  1 n ·,13  (23)

paper. We shall outline them here.

82 .1- 4„2/S.1)  From our experience in Section III and Appendix A, we know that

The corresponding amplitudes for *° ° production are obviously zero.W     , being proportional to k2a2, does not contribute significantly to the

cross-section.  (This is because the factor k2q2 cancels the denominator The amplitudes with definite isospin are related to the charged (c)

and neutral (n) amplitudes by:(1/k242) from the virtual photon propagator, so the integrated cross-section then

loses two powers of L =
ln(4E2/1112 ) which is the dominating factor.) We can

T(I=O) . iTC - *rnwrite therefore:
(24)

dstcose*)  =   (1 - »1 fdp'" 1  T(I=2) .(d/3)(Tc + Tn)
or

Tc = T<0) + (1//2)T(2){ (cosh2 *+ 1)(cosh2 111' + 1) {W11,11 + Wl-1,1-1) (20)
(25)

Tn = - T(0) + ,/F T(2)+ (cosh2 4 + 1)(cosh2 0, - 1)W10,10

3)  The unitarized s-wave amplitude a(s) in Eq. (21) is calculated+ (cosh2 0 - 1)(cosh2 0,+ 1)Wol,01  
from the dispersion relation for the partial wave amplitude.  Assuming elasticwhere do" = dp/dxdx'ds and cosh * and cosh *' are given by (10).
unitarity, this dispersion relation becomes a standard Omnes-type integral

2)  Now, we apply Eq. (19) which reads in this case: equation.  This equation can be solved in a standard way for any given set

Wmn,mn   =       1 Tmn ·12
of  w-a phase shifts.  The form of this integral equation and explicit expressions

for the solution are given in Appendix B.  We only make two relevant remarks

Tll . TI,1 + 1,101'et,0 - '101(8) (21) here:

Tm n = Tm     for (m,n) = (irl),(0,1) and (1,0). (i)  strictly speaking, the solution to the Omnes equation is not                  I

unique; possible polynomal terms could be added.  The arbitrarinessThe amplitudes T B   for charged pions are given in-Appendix A.  The only s-wave                                                                                                                  |
can be fixed by additional physical requirements on the asymptoticpartial wave amplitude (for (m,n) = (1,1))is
behavior of the amplitude.  In obtaining our solution, we have assumed

aB(s,ki,q2) = s+:2+G2 aB(S,0,0) +  j:2t  2) (22) that the s-wave partial wave does not rise linearly in s as s + 4

(ii)  In this model, the 4°*°  production proceeds entirely through

the s-wave partial amplitude and is isotropic in the 1-  C.M. frame.

The cross-section for ee + eez°x°  can be obtained from Eq. (20) by

setting
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for these test phase shifts and the corresponding Omnes functions are given
W(n)   . W(n}   = W(n) =O
10,10 01,01 1-1,1-1

(28) in Appendix B.

W(n)  . IT(n)12 = -laCO) + /2 a(2)12.11,11 - 1,1 Some typical results are presented in Figures 6-7.  In Fig. 6, the

integrated cross-section dc/ds is plotted as a function of the pion momentum.

Now, we have everything expressed in terms of  6 (s).  We can therefore The incident electron energy is taken to be 3 GeV.  The solid curve is the

perform the,calculation by assuming various possible sets of phenomenological
cross-section due to the Born diagrams without  ,r-,r interaction.  The other

phase shifts.  Since we are interested only in the qualitative features of our
curves are the unitarity-corrected cross-sections with the 4 different sets of

model calculations, we choose simple analytic forms for the phase shifts'which
phase shifts mentioned previously.  Note  that; (i) the   -ir interaction can

possess the desired properties.  In choosing these phase shifts we obviously
produce a very significant effect on the measured cross-section ;  (ii) the cross-

also bear in mind the available experimental information as well as theoretical
section is concentrated in the near-threshold region, it becomes quite small

models for  6 (s).  There are three features of the phase shift which determine
beyond 200 MeV/c pion C. M. momentum.

its qualitative behavior over the elastic scattering region.  These are:
In Fig.' 7  we plot the differential cross-section do/ds d(coseTr) as

(i)  the scattering length; (ii) possible resonances (6 =  ; (iii) asymptotic
a function of the pion C.M. scattering angle eTT for fnur different values

behavior (6 increases  to   n. or decreases  to zero ). We have chosen many sets
of s.  The various lines have the same significance as in Fig. 6.

of phase shifts which exhibit different types of behavior under these three
From these curves we can see that the measured cross-section for

categories and tested the effects on the measured cross-section.
ee + eeTTA should be quite sensitive to the w-1T interaction effect.  In particular,

We present here- results obtained from 4 sets of such phase shifts
the set of phase shift with scattering length of order unity gives rise to

which illustrate the qualitative features of our model calculations.  One of
cross-sections which are significantly different from the others.  The other sets

these is chosen to agree qualitatively with the phase shifts calculated by
18                 18                                                                      all taken to have zero scattering lengths, tend to behave in qualitatively

Kang and Lee or Brown and Goble using current algebra, unitarity, dispersion
similar ways with 10-20% differences in the actual cross-sections.  Other phase

theory, and crossing symmetry.  The features of this phase shift are its small
shifts with smbll but non-zero scattering length give similar results.  Stated

;  scattering length, resonant behavior near    =  700 MeV., and asymptotic return
explicitly, in the region near the threshold where our model should be fairly

to zero.  Each of the other three phase shifts di ffers from the first qualitatively
reliable  (and where the bulk of the cross-section lies) we see great sensitivity

in oRE respect, that is, one has no  0-resonance, one has a large scattering
to the scattering length.  We might point out that the absolute normalization

length, and one approaches the value w a s s +  = .  These phase shifts, as
for this process can be measured by comparing with the pure QED process ee + eew.

functions of the pion C. M. momentum are depicted in Fig. 5.  Analytic forms
In  contrast, the model calculation yields small  cross-section  and

relative insensitivity to the various phase shifts in the 700 MeV region where
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the suspected scalar meson c lies.  In fact, the one phase shift which does

not rise  above 48° throughout, yields cross-sections almost indistinguishable
Here we outline the calculation of the di fIerenti al cross-section

do /ds d(cose ) for the case of point-like pions.  The result is(B)
from those from the other sets which do go throwgh 90° near 700 MeV.  In the ee  +  ee +w-                           9,

context of our model, this happens because the unitarity-corrected s-wave used in the text both in Section III where the validity of the W-W approximation

amplitude becomes small as compared to the remaining Born amplitudes and the
is discussed and in Section V where the model calculation inauding unitarity

distinction between various phase shifts becomes insignificant.  This fact is
corrections is reduced to a form similar to the present case.

in turn related to the assumed asymptotic behaviors of the phase shifts and
For point-like pions, the scattering amplitudes are given by the gauge

the s-wave amplitude.  The predictions in this region can be easily changed
invariant Feynman diagrams, Fig. 4a-c.  By neglecting terms proportional to

(k242) (justification of this approx. is given later in· this appendix), we get:
by modi fying these two factors.   We see, therefore in our model, the cross-

section has little sensitivity to the existence or non-existence of the 1,1   s+k2+q2  1-B2 cos2eT(B) =   2   I  , 4,12   +  (k2 + 92)]
0-meson.  Its effect is mixed up with the asymptotic behavior of the phase

T(B)  .    2s            82sin24

shift wherein lies the most ambiguous aspect of this model.                                                                                        rr
1,-1      s+kz+qz '

1-82 COS28 (A-1)

The failure of the model to demonstrate a clear signal for the a-meson
TIB,l ../IFEF- :::,::,

82sin281,
1-82cofb

1T

does not mean, however, that this very interesting subject can not be studied

T ( B11   --''SE=   .
(S+k2-42) 82sin28.

in this reaction.  The model is simply not reliable in this resDect.  The cir- ( s +k 2+q 2 )
.

1-82 co#
lI

cumstance only underlines the need of pursuing a model independent procedure where B = 1---I  is the velocity of the pions in their C.M. frame.   In the
of extracting the Tr-Tr phase shifts as outlined in the previous section. There same approximation the remaining lepton variables 9, 4' in Eq. (9) are given

exist in the  literature other model calculations on this process either using
by:                               -

a procedure similar to ours or involving some form of resonance parametrization BE(E-s') -s- k2+q2
cosh 0 = s + k 2 + q 2

for the relevant amplitudes.  So far as we  can tell, all suffer from ambiguities

in this respect not less severe than those we explicitly spelled out. 8ECE-s) -s+ k2.q2
(A-2)

cosh W' = s+kztq2

I        ..4
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7,              1-1

where:
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The integrals involved in evaluating zi (s), Eqs.  (A-5), are three fold integrals

Zl(s,cose ) =  ''-
(1 82)2 + 84sin40"

[ 1 -82 COS 20*
]2

over, say k2, q2 and  (or g').  Although very complicated, these integrals

Z2(s,cose ) ='; 2(1-82) can be in principle  done more or less exactly.  For dimensi
onal reasons, the

TT

1-82COS20 result can only  involve quantities like B and
IT

Z3(s,cosew) = 1 x  = s/4E2

4E 2

84sin226. (A-4) L  =l n  iii-2.

z4(s,cos61) =                                                                                                              e
[1-82cos 26,]2

L  = 1n lii = - ln x.S         S

zi(s) = 32f  d"    [IBECE-c' )-s-k2+q212+1} {IBECE-£)-s+k2+q212+1} For all practical purposes, it sufficies to obtain results which are at least
16E2 k 2 q2 s+k2+q 2 s+k2+q2

quadratic in the large logarithmic factors L, Ls and these only with constant

X 21(s,k2,q2) i =1,2,3 coefficients (i.e; one can neglect terms like  xnL , xnLLs····, n,1,2
...).

The task then becomes considerably simpler.  For instance, one immediately

4 = 52/(s+ke+ 1)2 recognizes that the L factor can only come from the lower limit of the kz (or q2)

integral with the photon propagator factor  (1/k2) in the integrand.  Thus, if

22 = s(k2+q2)/(stk2+q2)2 the propagator factor (1/k2q2) is cancelled by other factors in the integrand,

(A-5) then the result can, at most, be of order Ls (from the g-integration).  Thus
23   (k 2+q2)2/(s+k2+92)2

we are justified in neglecting terms proportional to (k2q2) in our calculation.

Z4(s) = -- 1.f d"    {IBECE-c')-s-k2+q211+1}   { IBECE-c)-s+k2.q212-1} Using similar arguments, one can easily isolate the coefficients of the

8E 2 k2 q2 s+k2+q2 s+k2+a 2 leading terms proportional   to 1_2 Ls ' Li, LL  · · · · ·etc.
Similar calculations for the cross-section integrated over cose ,

· rSq2(stk2_q2)2X ,/4
(stk2+q2)4 i.e. (d,(B) /ds), have been done by Baier and Fadin  up to terms linearee + een·7T

          r.                                                                                                      in the logarithmic factors.  The integrals zi(s) can also be inferred from their

.

d3k2  d 3q2 results by integrating our Eq.  ( A-3) over cos e   and comoaring the results.

and  *  dp "  =  (p,2   q2)  /  dxdx' ds   .
One then obtains:

'1(5) - L'(1·s -  ) - Ll ( L, - 1) - 1.i- L Ls - 1.(-f- fR}
11.

22(s) = 23 L(Ls - -69

z 3(s)   =   13   L(L s   - I) (4 -61
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2  , 25, APPENDIX B
z4(s) , 3 LiLs - TY"

If one only retains terms quadratic  in  L  and Ls,  Z2'  Z3  and z4 become Drooortional. In this Appendix we show some of the formulae relevant to our dispersion

The corresponding terms in (A-3) can be combined and we get the result quoted (Omnes equation) treatment of the s-wave strong interaction modified amplitude,

in Section III, Eq. (13).  In our di rect calculations of the integrals
zi(s),

including a list of the test phase shifts that we employed.

Eqs. (A-5), we have checked all the coefficients exceot those of LLs and Ls·

In writing down the dispersion relation for aI(s)  (we shall omit the

angular momentum and helicity labels 1, m, n),we assume that the right hand cut

is dominated by elastic unitarity and that the only important contribution to    '

the left hand cut comes frob the Born term.  The relation is

,0       aI(s,k2,q2)sin60Ie-16ol
aI(s,k2,q2) . aI(B)(s,k2,q2) +1 f ds' (B-1).

Tr        S'(S-S')
402

This standard Omnes equation has the solution

AI(s)   -      aI(B)(s'k2,q2)sin6 Ie-ReAI(s')

·aI(s,k2 q2) = aI(B)(s,k2,q2) +
se

f  ds'

1'    4y2 S'(S'-S)

(B-2)

with                      =
6 I(s')

AI (s) =s   f ds'  0'
4,2

S'(S'-S) (8-3)

For the test phase shifts we use,  the ambiguity associated with the Omnes solution

is fixed by requiring the s-wave amplitude not to rise linearly in energy as

S ...                                         41.F

The Born amplitude over the elastic unitarity region, can be well

approximated by one or two poles on the left hand cut.  For example, for the .

charged  ampl i tude

14.702 (B-4)
aB(s,0,0) =   5+3.35:t2
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is accurate to 4% over the range 41,1=24 s 4 16m"2, and write down the integrated answer directly.  The substitutions affect only the

7.05.1 2 9.15u2 Zi of Appendix A, and we shall give just the modified forms of these ZiaB(s,0,0) = - +
(B-5)

s+1.86 72 s+66.4yf
here.

is accurate to 1% for 42 4  s  :  loou2  If the Dole approximation is made,
Zl +Zl + 1.882- Re(-a,(B) +a o+  L a 2)0  ,/2- 0the Omnes solution can be integrated analytically.

Thus, writing
+   11-ao(B) + aoo + a02 I l 2

aI(B)(s,k2 qw) -    s    . I(R), k2*02 - I(B)S+ky+qi ao     ls) +S+Z+62- al
I                   o  0 4   '

Z2 + 1  Re(2 1- 2· - ao(B) +a o+l a 2)(810 +  1 a,2)*
a I(B)(s) , a I(B)(s,0,0) = I ti (B-6) (B-8)
0                           4  5+ci

Z 3   +   i    11 8 1 0   +   -1      a, 2112/2 ,
al I(B) = 1 for I-0 and (2 #/3) for I=2,

Z4 + Z4'
we get

with D.  1-8 2 cos2 e. We would like to call the reader's attention to

aICS,k2'q2) = iTE.», aoICs) + sk    92 al ICS),                                                     .'1
the fact that the large corrections to the W-W approximation exhibited in Eq. (13)

where remain also in this case.  This is important because these corrections are in

b.I the opposite direction to the unitarity corrections and of comparable magnitudeaoICs) = ebICs) x  I  E   [1-5- e-AI(-ci)1 (B-7)
1 1 S+Ci in a wide region of the variables.

I  sb.                  6                                  For completeness, we give the analytic forms for the test phase shiftsalICs) = eal(s){ alI(B)[1-58'I(0)1 +  ·  -E' -· [1+cia·I(o)-e-a (-ci)1j
and the corresponding Omnes functions.  The isospin zero phase shifts are

In obtaining <8-7)we have again neglected terms of higher order in kz and 02
61(s) = 67.6,T (s-4)/(s+28)2for reasons already mentioned.  The most important feature of Ea. (B-7) is that
62(s) = .i  61(s),aI(s,kz,q2) is written in the same form as the Born amplitude, with only the (B-9)

substitutions aII(B)(s) + aoI(s) and alI(B) + alI(s). Since the integration 63(s) = 3. /5 1,  ,/g37(s+26)

involved in evaluating Eq. @O) is done for fixed s, there are no changes in
64(s) = w (s-4)/(s+16)

any of the integrals that one needs to evaluate.  Thus one needs only to isolate

the s-wave part of the Born calculation discussed in Appendix A, make -the

appropriate substitutions of aI(s,k2,92) for aI(B)(s,k2,qz),  and then one can
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Figure Captions
Figure Captions (continued)

daFig. 1:  The two pion production process via two photon exchange in e-e
Fig. 7:   Differential cross-sections for fixed s plotted

ds d(cose )
collision.  The dashed lines are electrons, wavy lines virtual phot6ns, against the pion C. M. scattering angle e .  The various lines have

and solid lines, pions. the same meaning as in Fig. 6.

Fi g. 2: (a)  Kinematics of process (1) defined in the laboratory frame.  The

particle momenta correspond to those of Fig. 1.  The quantities in

parentheses after the momentum labels are the associated energy

variables in the lab.

(b)  Kinematics of process (1) defined in the C. M. frame of the

two outgoing pions.  The pion momenta Pl and P2 are in the x-z plan

and are not shown in the figure to avoid confusion.  X and x' are the

respective azimuthal angles of the planes of scattering 'for the two

pairs of leptons.  The variables  * and *' C3n not be given a simple

geometrical interpretation in this figure (see footnote 9).

Fig. 3: Additional diagrams of the same order in a as Fig. 1 which may contribute

to process (1).

Fig. 4: Gauge invariant "Born diagrams" for point-like pions.

Fig. 5:  Four sets of phase shifts used in the calculation of the magnitude

of s-wave partial wave amplitude for yy + A,T.

Fig.  6: Integrated cross-section for process  (1),   * , as a function of p,

the magnitude of pion momentum in the dipion C. M. Frame.  The solid

,
line is the cross-section for point like pions.  The other lines are

unitarity-corrected using the 4 sets ·of phase shifts given in Fig. 5.

The incident electron energy is E=3 GeV.
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